The easiest way to order is to contact us either
through our website, email, or by calling
1-800-670-8329. Due to the numerous
processes involved we are not always
available to take clients calls. Please leave a
message so we can contact you.

The price of a Pet-Gem is much less than most
other types of jewelry in it’s class, and also
much less than diamond jewelry. A handcrafted cut and polished Pet-Gem starts at only
$275.00.
Please feel free to contact us if you have any
other questions about our gems, jewelry, or the
creation process.

Pet Gems, LLC
http://www.pet-gems.com
Pet-Gems™ offers a beautiful gift of
specialized gemstone jewelry that will
provide years of lasting memories of
your pet friend.

Phone: 800-670-8329
E-mail: info@pet-gems.com
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About Pet-Gems

What is a Pet-Gem?

What Happens Next?

Pet-Gems™ is a family owned business
directed at providing a beautiful and lasting
memento for those who have lost their pet friend
and would like to continue to cherish their
memory. We do this by making handcrafted,
custom cut gems and jewelry using your pets
cremated remains.

A Pet-Gem is a natural zircon that has gone
through a specially designed thermo/chemical
process which induces an ionic exchange with
your pets ashes. The content of your pets
remains is what influences the final, permanent
color in the raw stone. This natural zircon is
then hand cut and polished by our lapidary
artists to rival the beauty of a diamond. All
stones are cut in the shape you select. Currently
we offer custom designed round, oval, square,
triangle, marquise and rectangle with or without
checkerboard crowns.

After the cutting and polishing stage your
Pet-Gem will finally be ready for setting. If you
requested that we set your gemstone it will be
transferred to our jewelers and set in the ring or
pendant that you chose. If you ordered a loose
Pet-Gem then it will
be shipped to you immediately.

Why Pet-Gems?
Over the years, we have all coped with pet loss
from the passing of a special pet friend, who
enriched our lives with their unconditional love.
They gave us solace during difficult times,
brightened our days with unbounded affection,
took their scolding with affability, taught our
children responsibility and in general made our
lives, during their stay, much more fulfilling.

How Does It Work?
A small portion of your pets cremated ashes
helps create an atmosphere in our equipment
that influences the stones color through an ionic
exchange. These colors range from blue, aqua,
peach, white (diamond), and others. The change
is helped by the composition of your pet ashes.
The resultant stone is the 'essence' of your
pet since he or she is what dictates the
final color!

Why Zircon?
Because it rivals the brilliance, dispersion, and
refractive index of diamonds. Zircons have been
used for decades to simulate natural diamonds in
all types of jewelry. They lost favor when the
synthetic material Cubic Zirconia flooded the
jewelry market. Jewelers and gemologists
started to confuse the two because of the name
and this caused a decline in the use of the
natural stone, even though it has a much greater
value! CZ has no practical value because it is
purely synthetic material, created cheaply in
many countries and sold for pennies per carat.
Natural zircon is more rare, more beautiful, and
far more expensive.

Throughout the entire
process your pets
remains are treated
with the utmost
respect and care
possible. We understand that you are entrusting
us with the remains of a loved friend and family
member.

Beliefs About Zircon
Zircon is believed by some to impart the wearer
with wisdom, honor and riches. It is also
thought to prevent nightmares and ensure a
peaceful sleep. It is also the traditional
birthstone of December.

What is Zircon?
A natural zircon is probably the oldest terrestrial
material on earth. Many geologists consider it a
symbol of ‘forever’ because they can be used to
measure geological activity by examining the
layers of their outer rind, much like a trees rings.
Zircons have a moh’s hardness of 7.5 which
makes them very durable and they are highly
resistant to chemical attack.
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